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MATRICIAL CIRCULAR SYSTEMS AND RANDOM MATRICES
ROMUALD LENCZEWSKI
Abstract. We introduce and study matricial circular systems of operators which
play the role of matricial counterparts of circular operators. They describe the asym-
ptotic joint *-distributions of blocks of independent block-identically distributed Gauss-
ian random matrices with respect to partial traces. Using these operators, we intro-
duce circular free Meixner distributions as the non-Hermitian counterparts of free
Meixner distributions and construct for them a random matrix model. Our approach
is based on the concept of matricial freeness applied to operators on Hilbert spaces. It
is closely related to freeness with amalgamation over the algebra A of r ˆ r diagonal
matrices applied to operators on Hilbert A-bimodules.
1. Introduction
Circular and semicircular systems of operators were introduced by Voiculescu [16]
in the context of random matrices and their asymptotics under the expectation of
the normalized trace and applied to isomorphisms of free group factors. This result
followed his fundamental asymptotic freeness result for independent Hermitian and
non-Hermitian Gaussian random matrices with complex i.i.d. entries, respectively [15].
Decomposition of these matrices into blocks corresponds to decompositions of circular
and semicircular operators into circular and semicircular systems, respectively.
In order to describe asymptotic joint *-distributions of Gaussian random matrices
with non-identically distributed entries, one has to use a more general framework.
The first approach was given by Shlyakhtenko [12], who used free probability with
operator-valued states and the associated notion of freeness with amalgamation over
the algebra of diagonal matrices to describe them. This approach was further devel-
oped by Benaych-Georges [1] in his study of asymptotic joint *-distributions of blocks of
Gaussian random matrices, including the case when one of the asymptotic dimensions
vanishes.
Recently, we proposed a different approach to study the case when the considered in-
dependent Gaussian (in the Hermitian case, not only Gaussian) random matrices have
independent block-identically distributed complex entries, which we abbreviate i.b.i.d.
[6,7]. We showed that in order to describe the asymptotic joint (*-) distributions of
symmetric blocks of these matrices under partial traces (understood as expectations of
normalized traces over subsets of indices) rather than under the expectation of the nor-
malized complete trace, one needs to replace (*-) free semicircular or circular operators
by their matricial counterparts, related to each other by a matricial generalization of
(*-) freeness with respect to an array of scalar-valued states.
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The underlying concept of independence is that of matricial freeness [5], which can
be described by means of the intuitive equation
matricial freeness “ freeness & matriciality,
and its symmetrized version called symmetric matricial freeness [6] which also played
an important role in our previous developments. A connection between these concepts
and blocks of large random matrices was first given for one matrix [6] and then for
families of independent matrices [7].
Using this concept, we study the asymptotic joint *-distributions of blocks of inde-
pendent Gaussian random matrices under partial traces. If we are given an ensemble
of independent non-Hermitian n ˆ n random matrices tY pu, nq : u P Uu whose en-
tries are suitably normalized i.b.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables with zero
mean for each natural n, then we show that the mixed *-moments of their blocks
tSp,qpu, nq : 1 ď p, q ď r, u P Uu converge under partial traces τqpnq to the mixed
*-moments of certain bounded non-self-adjoint operators under scalar-valued states Ψq,
which we write informally
lim
nÑ8
Sp,qpu, nq “ ζp,qpuq,
and the operators ζp,qpuq are called matricial circular operators. The whole family
tζp,qpuq : 1 ď p, q ď r, u P Uu will be called a matricial circular system. Let us remark
that our approach allows us to treat all rectangular blocks, including those which are
unbalanced or evanescent [7].
Matricial circular operators and their mixed *-moments under the states Ψq are the
main objects of our study. Their main properties are listed below.
(1) There is a connection between our approach and operator-valued free probability
[17]. In particular, the operators ζp,qpuq can be identified with elements of the
Toeplitz algebra TH of the form
gp,qpuq “ FpgpuqFq,
where H is a Hilbert A-bimodule with A being the C˚-algebra of rˆ r diagonal
matrices with canonical generators F1, . . . , Fr, and tgpuq : u P Uu is the family
of *-free A-valued circular elements under the canonical conditional expectation
E : TH Ñ A used by Shlyakhtenko [12, Theorem 4.1] in his A-valued approach
to random band matrices.
(2) The joint *-distributions of the operators ζp,qpuq under the states Ψq can be iden-
tified with the joint *-distributions of elements gp,qpuq under the compressed con-
ditional expectation Eq : TH Ñ A given by Eqpxq “ EpFqxFqq. More generally,
their joint *-distribution under the convex linear combination Ψ “
řr
q“1 dqΨq
can be written in the form
Ψprσpxqq “ TrpEpxqDq
where D “ diagpd1, . . . , drq, x is a word in elements gp,qpuq and rσ is a unital
*-homomorphism which maps gp,qpuq onto ζp,qpuq.
(3) The symmetrizations
ηp,qpuq “
"
ζp,qpuq ` ζq,ppuq if p ‰ q
ζq,qpuq if p “ q
,
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give the operatorial realization of asymptotic symmetric blocks [7]. We will call
them symmetrized matricial circular operators, in contrast to [7], where we used
the name ‘matricial circular operators’. Each ηp,qpuq has the standard circular
distribution under both Ψq and Ψp, provided the covariances of the summands
are equal to one.
In general, one of our main goals in [6,7] and in the present paper is to construct a
unified system of Hilbert space operators describing the asymptotic *-distributions of a
large class of random matrices. One of the benefits is the construction of new random
matrix models, like that for free Meixner laws [8], the idea which is continued in this pa-
per. Namely, using matricial circular systems, we define operators whose distributions
play the role of non-Hermitian counterparts of free Meixner distributions called circu-
lar free Meixner distributions and construct for them a random matrix model. Some
implications concerning the triangular random matrix models studied by Dykema and
Haagerup [3,4] will be given elsewhere.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definition of matricially
free creation operators and we show a connection between these operators and creation
operators in certain Hilbert A-bimodules, where A is the C˚-algebra of r ˆ r diagonal
matrices. In Section 3, we introduce the matricial circular operators and establish their
realization as operator-valued matrices. In Section 4, we show that *-distributions
of blocks of i.b.i.d. GRM under partial traces converge to the *-distributions of the
matricial circular operators. In Sections 5-7, we study the mixed *-moments and mixed
*-cumulants of these operators, as well as the corresponding moment series and cyclic
R-transform. In Section 8, we introduce circular free Meixner distributions, for which
we construct a random matrix model.
When speaking of only one matrix and one array of operators for some fixed u, we
will omit u in our notations, writing Y pnq, Sp,qpnq, pζp,qq, etc.
2. Matricial freeness and Hilbert A-bimodules
Our study of the asymptotic distributions of random matrices in [6,7] was based on
the construction of the appropriate Hibert space of Fock type, in which ‘matriciality’
is added to ‘freeness’ and in which certain systems of operators, called matricially free
Gaussian operators, replace semicircular systems. In this section, we recall these notions
and show their relation to the free Fock space over the Hilbert A-bimodule and A-valued
semicircular systems, where A is the C˚-algebra of r ˆ r complex diagonal matrices.
Let us recall the Hilbert space setting. Let J Ď rrs ˆ rrs, where rrs :“ t1, 2, . . . , ru,
although we will mainly deal with the situation when these sets are equal. However,
passing from rrs ˆ rrs to any proper subset presents no difficulty and can be achieved
by setting certain operators to be zero. Moreover, we will consider another finite set of
indices U, setting for convenience U “ rts for some integer t. To each pp, qq P J and
u P U we then associate a Hilbert space Hp,qpuq. Using this family of Hilbert spaces,
we can construct our Fock space, a matricial version of the free Fock space.
Definition 2.1. By the matricially free Fock space of tracial type over the family of
Hilbert spaces tHp,qpuq : pp, qq P J , u P Uu we understand the Hilbert space direct sum
M “
rà
q“1
Mq,
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where each summand is of the form
Mq “ CΩq ‘
8à
m“1
à
p1,...,pm
u1,...,un
Hp1,p2pu1q bHp2,p3pu2q b . . .bHpm,qpumq,
with Ωq being a unit vector, endowed with the canonical inner products.
Observe that the neighboring Hilbert spaces can coincide if and only if they have
diagonal indices. This shows that there is an essential difference between the diagonal
Hilbert spaces and the off-diagonal ones in this structure.
Proposition 2.1. If Hp,qpuq “ Cep,qpuq for any p, q, u, where ep,qpuq is a unit vector,
the canonical orthonormal basis B of the matricially free Fock space M consists of
ep1,p2pu1q b ep2,p3pu2q b . . .b epm,qpumq,
where p1, . . . , pm, q P rrs, u1, . . . , um P U and m P N, and of vectors Ω1, . . . ,Ωr.
Proof. This fact is obvious. 
Definition 2.2. Let Bpuq “ pbp,qpuqq be an r ˆ r array of positive real numbers for
any u P U. We associate with each such matrix the matricially free creation operators
whose non-trivial action onto the basis vectors is
℘p,qpuqΩq “
b
bp,qpuqep,qpuq
℘p,qpuqpeq,tpsqq “
b
bp,qpuqpep,qpuq b eq,tpsqq
℘p,qpuqpeq,tpsq b wq “
b
bp,qpuqpep,qpuq b eq,tpsq b wq
for any p, q, t P rrs and u, s P U, where eq,tpsqbw is assumed to be a basis vector. Their
actions onto the remaining basis vectors give zero. The corresponding matricially free
annihilation operators are their adjoints denoted ℘˚p,qpuq. If bp,qpuq “ 1, we will call the
associated operators standard.
Now, let us turn to the Hilbert A-bimodule setting, where A is the algebra of complex
diagonal r ˆ r matrices. For this purpose, we specify the main objects.
(1) For the family of Hilbert spaces
tHp,qpuq : pp, qq P J , u P Uu
we form their direct sum
H “
à
uPU
à
pp,qqPJ
Hp,qpuq,
and make it into a Hilbert A,A-bimodule (or, Hilbert A-bimodule), where A
is the algebra of diagonal r ˆ r complex matrices (it is a finite dimensional
commutative C˚-algebra).
(2) This structure is obtained by the right and left actions of A onto H given by
ha “ phpuqaquPU
ah “ pahpuqquPU
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for h “ phpuqquPU P H, respectively, where
hpuqa “ php,qpuqaqqpp,qqPJ
ahpuq “ paphp,qpuqqpp,qqPJ
and a “ diagpa1, . . . , arq P A. Note that if we treat hpuq “ php,qpuqqqpp,qqPJ as a
matrix, these actions can be viewed as right and left multiplication by a.
(3) The A-valued inner product on H is defined in terms of C-valued inner products
on the considered family of Hilbert spaces by the formula
xh, gyA “
ÿ
uPU
ÿ
pp,qqPJ
xhp,qpuq, gp,qpuqyFq,
where Fq is the diagonal r ˆ r matrix of rank one defined by pFqqi,j “ δi,qδj,q.
In particular, the left action of A onto H is a *-homomorphism from A into the
C˚-algebra LpHq of adjointable linear maps on H, and the right action of A
onto H is an antimultiplicative linear map. With these actions and the inner
product defined above H becomes a Hilbert A-bimodule.
(4) Using the Hilbert A-bimodule structure on H, we define the full Fock space over
H as the direct sum
FpHq “
8à
n“0
H
bAn
where HbA0 “ A and HbAn is the n-fold tensor product H bA . . . bA H. This
direct sum is equipped with the canonical A-valued inner product, namely: on
A we set xFq, FsyA “ δq,sFq, on H
bA1 it is inherited from H, whereas on higher
order tensor products it is given by the recursive formula
xh1 bA . . .bA hn, g1 bA . . .bA gnyA
“ xhn, xh1 bA . . .bA hn´1, g1 bA . . .bA gn´1yAgnyA
for any n ě 1 and h1, . . . , hn, g1, . . . , gn P H. Then F :“ FpHq becomes a
Hilbert A-bimodule with the natural left and right actions of A.
(5) For each h P H, one defines the associated left creation operator ℓphq by setting
ℓphqa “ ha
ℓphqh1 bA . . .bA hn “ h bA h1 bA . . .bA hn
for any a P A and any h1, . . . , hn P H. Then ℓphq is adjointable on FpHq and
its adjoint is denoted ℓphq˚.
(6) The following relations hold:
ℓphq˚ℓpgq “ xh, gyA
a1ℓphqa2 “ ℓpa1ha2q
for any h, g P H and any a1, a2 P A.
(7) The sums
ℓphq ` ℓphq˚
are A-valued semicircular elements.
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(8) In a similar way one can define the full Fock space over any Hilbert A-bimodule
H, where A is a unital C˚-algebra, as well as the associated left creation oper-
ators. Pimsner showed in [11] that the C˚-algebra TH generated by A and the
family of elements tℓphq : h P Hu subject to the above relations has the universal
property. This C˚ algebra is called the Toeplitz algebra overH. IfH is full, which
means that A is generated by the set of inner products txh, gyA : h, g P Hu, the
copy of A acting on the left of FpHq is contained in C˚pℓphq, h P Hq and thus
TH “ C
˚pℓphq, h P Hq.
We will be interested in Toeplitz algebras TH associated with Hilbert A-bimodules
of the form described in (1)-(3), and in the associated quotient C˚-algebras OH
which can be identified with the Cuntz-Krieger algebras [2].
We can show that the C˚-algebra TM generated by the family of standard matricially
free creation operators is isomorphic to the Toeplitz algebra TH specified above.
Theorem 2.1. If TM :“ C
˚p℘p,qpuq : pp, qq P J , u P Uq, where each ℘p,qpuq is standard,
then
TM – TH,
where TH is the Toeplitz algebra associated with the Hilbert A-bimodule H, described in
(1)-(3), where each Hp,qpuq is a one-dimensional complex Hilbert space.
Proof. Using standard matricially free creation operators, we can define general
creation operators on M which are associated with elements of H. Namely, let
℘phq “
ÿ
uPU
ÿ
pp,qqPJ
hcp,qpuq℘p,qpuq
be associated with the vector h P H such that hp,qpuq “ h
c
p,qpuqep,qpuq for any p, q, u.
Now, let us distinguish subspaces of M of the form
Mppq “ CΩp ‘
8à
m“1
à
p,p1,...,pm
u1,...,um
Hp,p1pu1q bHp1,p2pu2q b . . .bHpm´1,pmpumq,
where p P rrs, and denote by Pp the associated canonical orthogonal projection. Clearly,
these projections commute with each other and P1 ` . . . ` Pr “ 1. It is easy to see
that TM coincides with the C
˚-algebra generated by P1, . . . , Pr and by the family of
operators t℘phq, h P Hu, since ℘p,qpuq “ Pp℘phqPq. Moreover, it is easy to show that
the generators ℘phq and Pq satisfy the following relations:
α℘phq ` β℘pgq “ ℘pαh` βgq
Pp℘phqPq “ ℘pFphFqq
℘phq˚℘pgq “ σpxh, gyAq
for any p, q P rrs, h, g P H and α, β P C, where σ : A Ñ TM is the *-homomorphism
defined by σpFqq “ Pq for any q. For instance,
℘phq˚℘pgq “ p
ÿ
uPU
ÿ
p,q
hcp,qpuq℘p,qpuq
˚qp
ÿ
vPU
ÿ
s,t
gcs,tpvq℘s,tpvqq
“
ÿ
uPU
ÿ
p,q
hcp,qpuqg
c
p,qpuqPq
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“ σp
ÿ
uPU
ÿ
p,q
xhp,qpuq, gp,qpuqyFqq
“ σpxh, gyAq.
The remaining relations are also straightforward. In view of [11, Theorem 3.4], the
*-homomorphism σ has a unique extension rσ : TH Ñ TM that maps ℓphq to ℘phq, which
implies that TH – TM. 
Remark 2.1. Let us make some remarks referring to Theorem 2.1, its proof and some
of its consequences.
(1) In particular, if hcp,qpuq “
a
bp,qpuq, then ℘phq becomes the sum of matricially
free creation operators with covariances bp,qpuq of Definition 2.1 and its counter-
part ℓphq in F is the canonical creation operator corresponding to the matrix
Bpuq. In particular, if each bp,qpuq “ dp ě 0 and d1 ` . . . ` dr “ 1 for any
pp, qq P J “ rrs ˆ rrs and u P U, then ℘phq is an isometry.
(2) The Hilbert A-bimodule H studied here is finitely generated and A is a com-
mutative finite dimensional C˚-algebra. In this case, let ap,q be the dimension
of FpHFq “
À
uPU Hp,qpuq. The family trep,qpuq : pp, qq P J , u P Uu, where rep,qpuq
is the canonical injection of ep,qpuq into H, is the basis of the vector space H
which satisfies conditions
Fp1rep,qpuqFq1 “ δp1,pδq,q1rep,qpuq
xrep,qpuq, rep1,q1pu1qyA “ δp,p1δq,q1δu,u1Fq
as described by Pimsner [11].
(3) With each Hilbert A-bimodule H one can associate the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra
OH which is a quotient of TH. Suppose, for simplicity, that we have one array
and thus u can be omitted, and consider sums of the form
rep “ÿ
q
ap,qrep,q,
where each ap,q P t0, 1u and it is assumed that the matrix pap,qq has no zero rows
and no zero columns. The corresponding partial isometries Sp “ Srep generating
the Cuntz-Pimsner algebra OH are classes associated with the creation operators
ℓprepq. They have orthogonal ranges and satisfy the crucial relation between
source projections and range projections
S˚pSp “
ÿ
q
ap,qSqS
˚
q ,
thus they generate the Cuntz-Krieger algebra associated with the matrix pap,qq.
(4) Using the Hilbert space M rather than the Hilbert A-bimodule F , we can
associate ℘p :“ ℘prepq with each vector rep and it takes the form
℘p “
ÿ
q
ap,q℘p,q
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for any p. Each ℘p is a partial isometry with a non-zero source projection and
non-zero orthogonal range projections. Moreover, these projections satisfy
℘˚p℘p “
ÿ
q
ap,qp℘q℘
˚
q ` PΩqq,
where PΩq is the orthogonal projection onto CΩq.
(5) If OM “ TM{IM, where IM is the ideal generated by the set
t℘˚p℘p ´
ÿ
q
ap,q℘q℘
˚
q : p P rrs, u P Uu,
then the corresponding classes tq “ ℘p ` IM satisfy the relation
t˚ptp “
ÿ
q
ap,qtqt
˚
q
and thus OM – OH, where OH is the Cuntz-Krieger algebra associated with
the matrix pap,qq.
Finally, let us establish a relation between the full Fock space FpHq over the Hilbert
A-bimodule H and the matricially free Fock space M. Clearly, the first object is a
Hilbert space and the second one is a Hilbert A-bimodule, but both objects can be
decomposed into direct sums whose summands can be identified. The information
about inner products in both structures is contained in the result stated below.
Proposition 2.2. The full Fock space FpHq over the Hilbert A-bimodule H, equipped
with the scalar-valued inner product
xx, yyF :“ Trpxx, yyAq
is unitarily isomorphic to the matricially free Fock space M.
Proof. Clearly, x., .y defines a scalar-valued inner product on FpHq, with respect
to which this space is complete since all norms on A are equivalent. Moreover, the
bijection
τpΩqq “ Fq
τpep1,q1pu1q b . . .b epm,qmpumqq “ rep1,q1pu1q bA . . .bA repm,qmpumq
extends to a unitary isomorphim of complex Hilbert spaces τ : MÑ FpHq since
xτpxq, τpyqyF “
ÿ
q
Trpxτpxqq, τpyqqyAq
“
ÿ
q
Trpxxq, yqyFqq
“
ÿ
q
xxq, yqy
“ xx, yy
for any x “ pxqq, y “ pyqq P M “
À
q Mq, where we use the fact that each subspace
Mq is mapped by τ onto
FpHqFq “ CFq ‘
8à
m“1
à
q1,...,qm
Fq1HFq2 bA Fq2HFq3 bA . . .bA FqmHFq,
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and that FpHq “
À
q FpHqFq. Thus, our proof is completed. 
In view of the relation between M and F , we can say that M is the Hilbert space
which is naturally associated with F , treated as a Hilbert A-bimodule.
3. Matricial circular systems
In this section, we will introduce matricial circular systems of operators which arise
naturally as matricial analogs of circular operators. The framework of Hilbert A-
bimodules discussed above makes them also very natural and quickly leads to their
realizations as operator-valued matrices.
Definition 3.1. By matricial circular operators we shall understand operators on M
of the form
ζp,qpuq “ ℘p,qpu
1q ` ℘˚q,ppu
2q,
where u1, u2 are copies of u P U and p, q P rrs and Bpuq “ Bpu1q “ Bpu2q. The
corresponding families of arrays of operators will be called matricial circular systems.
In our study of distributions of matricial systems of operators in our previous works,
we considered the family tΨ1, . . . ,Ψru of vector states on BpMq of the form
Ψqpaq “ xaΩq,Ωqy,
from which we constructed the array pΨp,qq by setting Ψp,q “ Ψq for any p, q. This array
is needed when considering the concepts of matricial freeness and symmetric matricial
freeness. In order to express matricial circular systems as operator-valued matrices, we
need to recall a few notions.
(1) When speaking of operator-valued matrices, we deal with a unital *-algebra A
and a state ϕ on A. We then obtain a *-probability space pA, ϕq. The *-algebra
of interest is then the algebra of matrices MrpAq – AbMrpCq with the natural
involution
pab epp, qqq˚ “ a˚ b epq, pq
for any a P A and p, q P rrs, where tepp, qq : p, q P rrsu is the system of matrix
units. We denote by Φ1, . . . ,Φr the states on MrpAq of the form
Φk “ ϕb ψk
for any k P rrs, where ψkpbq “ xbepkq, epkqy and tep1q, . . . , eprqu is the canonical
orthonormal basis in Cr. If A is a C˚-algebra, we can work in the category of
C˚-probability spaces.
(2) Let us suppose that in the given C˚-probability space pA, ϕq we have a family
of free creation operators, tℓpp, q, uq : p, q P rrs, u P Uu, which is *-free with
respect to ϕ, for which
ℓpp, q, uq˚ℓpp1, q1, u1q “ δp,p1δq,q1δu,u1bp,qpuq,
for any p, q, u, p1, q1, u1, where the corresponding matrices Bpuq “ pbp,qpuqq con-
sist of non-negative numbers. The number bp,qpuq will be called the covariance
of ℓpp, q, uq. A family of arrays of the above form will be called a system of free
creation operators. If it contains only standard free creation operators, we will
say that this system is standard.
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(3) By a generalized circular element of a *-probability space pA, ϕq we understand
an element whose *-distribution agrees with the *-distribution of the sum of the
form
c “ ℓ1 ` ℓ
˚
2 ,
where ℓ1 and ℓ2 are free creation operators with covariances α ą 0 and β ą 0,
respectively, which are *-free with respect to ϕ. If we need to be more specific,
we will call the above element an pα, βq-circular element. In particular, when
α “ β, it is called the circular element with covariance α. If α “ 1, the circular
element will be called standard.
(4) By a (generalized) circular system in pA, ϕq we shall understand the family
tgpp, q, uq : p, q P rrs, u P Uu
where each gpp, q, uq “ ℓpp, q, u1q ` ℓ˚pq, p, u2q (for u1 ‰ u2) is a (generalized)
circular element and the whole family is *-free with respect to ϕ.
Proposition 3.1. Let tℓpp, q, uq : pp, qq P J , u P Uu be the family of *-free creation
operators with respect to the state ϕ with covariances given by matrices Bpuq. Then the
joint *-distribution of the operator-valued matrices
ℓpp, q, uq b epp, qq
in the state Φk, where p, q, k P rrs and u P U, agrees with the joint *-distribution of the
corresponding matricially free creation operators ℘p,qpuq in the state Ψk, respectively.
Proof. Denoting ℓp,qpuq “ ℓprep,qpuqq and using the relations between the generators
of TH, we obtain
ℓp,qpuq
˚ℓp1,q1pu
1q “ δp,p1δq,q1δu,u1bp,qpuqFq,
Fp1ℓp,qpuqFq1 “ δq,q1δp,p1ℓp,qpuq.
Analogous relations hold if we replace ℓp,qpuq by ℓpp, q, uq b epp, qq, where ℓpp, q, uq has
covariance bp,qpuq, and we write Fq as 1bepq, qq. This means that the joint *-distribution
of the operator-valued matrices ℓpp, q, uq b epp, qq in the states Φk agree with the joint
*-distributions of the operators ℓp,qpuq in the states rΦkp.q :“ xFk, . FkyF , respectively. In
turn, by the proofs of Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.1, the latter agree with the joint
*-distributions of the operators ℘p,qpuq in the states Ψk, which completes the proof. 
One can study these *-distributions, using the language of conditional expectations
defined by a positive matrix pηu,wq of linear maps on A.
(1) Using the relations between generators of the Toeplitz algebra TH, we get
ℓpuq˚Fpℓpwq “ ℓpuq
˚ℓpFpwq
“ xhpuq, FphpwqyA
“
ÿ
q
xhp,qpuq, hp,qpwqyFq
“ δu,w
ÿ
q
bp,qpuqFq
where ℓpuq “ ℓphpuqq and ℓpwq “ ℓphpwqq for some hpuq, hpwq P H.
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(2) We can write these relations in the form
ℓpuq˚Fpℓpwq “ ηu,wpFpq,
where ηu,w : AÑ A is a linear map given by
ηu,wpFpq “ δu,w
ÿ
q
bp,qpuqFq
for any u, w P U and p P rrs.
(3) We know from [12] that positive matrices of linear maps implemented in this
fashion define a conditional expectation E : TH Ñ A by setting EpFpq “ Fp
and EpFpxFqq “ FpEpxqFq for any p, q P rrs and x P TH, and requiring that
EpW q “ 0 for all words W in ℓpuq˚, ℓpuq, Fp, where u P U and p P rrs, which are
not reducible to an element of A by the above relations.
(4) Identifying the generators ℓpuq of the Toeplitz algebra TH with the operator-
valued matrices
Lpuq “
ÿ
p,q
ℓpp, q, uq b epp, qq,
where u P U and each ℓpp, q, uq P A has covariance bp,qpuq, we can identify
the conditional expectation on the Toeplitz algebra described above with the
conditional expectation E : MrpAq Ñ A of the form
E
˜ÿ
p,q
app, qq b epp, qq
¸
“
ÿ
q
ϕpapq, qqq b epq, qq
where app, qq P A for any p, q P rrs and ϕ is the vacuum expectation on A. Then
the *-distributions of Proposition 3.1 are recovered by computing EpFkxFkq for
suitable x PMrpAq and any k P rrs. Operators Lpuq (in fact, even more general
ones) were studied in [13].
Corollary 3.1. With the above notations, suppose that each gpp, q, uq is pα, βq-circular,
where α “ bp,qpuqand β “ bq,ppuq. Then the joint *-distributions of the operators
gpp, q, uq b epp, qq
in the states Φk, where p, q, k P rrs and u P U, agree with the joint *-distributions of
the corresponding matricial circular operators ζp,qpuq in the states Ψk, respectively.
Proof. It suffices to use the expression gpp, q, uq “ ℓpp, q, u1q ` ℓpq, p, u2q˚ for any
p, q, u, and Proposition 3.1 to obtain this assertion. .
Note that these operator-valued matrices are the generators of free group factors used
by Voiculescu in his proof of free group factors isomorphisms [16, Theorem 3.3].
4. Asymptotics of random blocks
Matricial semicircular (symmetrized circular) operators give operatorial realizations
of the limit joint distributions (*-distributions) under partial traces of symmetric ran-
dom blocks of Hermitian (non-Hermitian) GRM with i.b.i.d. complex entries, respec-
tively [6,7]. Let us prove an analogous result for (non-symmetric) blocks of GRM and
matricial circular operators.
Let us recall basic definitions needed in our study of the asymptotics of blocks.
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(1) Consider the partition of rns :“ t1, 2, . . . , nu into disjoint non-empty intervals
rns “ N1 Y . . .YNr
whose dependence on n is supressed, and let nq “ |Nq|. Further, assume that
lim
nÑ8
nq
n
“ dq ě 0 for any q,
and let D “ pd1, d2, . . . , drq be the so-called dimension matrix.
(2) By partial traces we understand normalized traces composed with classical ex-
pectations of the form
τqpnq “
1
nq
pE b trqpnqq
where q P rrs and trqpnq is the trace over the set of basis vectors of C
n indexed
by Nq for any q.
(3) We would like to study the asymptotics of blocks of i.b.i.d. n ˆ n Gaussian
random matrices Y pu, nq “ pYi,jpu, nqq of the form
Sp,qpu, nq “
ÿ
i,jPNpˆNq
Yi,jpu, nq b ei,jpnq,
where p, q P rrs and tei,jpnq : 1 ď i, j ď nu is the system of matrix units in
MnpCq, under partial traces. We clearly have
Sp,qpu, nq “ DpY pu, nqDq,
where Dq is the n ˆ n diagonal matrix such that pDqqk,k “ 1 whenever k P Nq
and its remaining entries are zeros.
(4) The symmetric blocks studied in [7] are constructed from these blocks in the
natural way, namely
Tp,qpu, nq “
"
Sp,qpu, nq ` Sq,ppu, nq if p ă q
Sq,qpu, nq if p “ q
for any p, q, u, n. Note that we identify blocks and symmetric blocks with suit-
able subblocks of n ˆ n matrices.
Theorem 4.1. Let tY pu, nq : u P Uu be a family of GRM with i.b.i.d. complex entries,
each with blocks pSp,qpu, nqq and symmetric block covariance matrix V puq. Then
lim
nÑ8
Sp,qpu, nq “ ζp,qpuq
for any 1 ď p, q ď r and u P U, where each array pζp,qpuqq is associated with matrix
Bpuq “ DV puq and convergence is in mixed *-moments under partial traces.
Proof. In the case of non-degenerate dimension matrix D, one can use [12, Theorem
4.1] which implies that
lim
nÑ8
DpY pu, nqDq “ FpgpuqFq
in the sense of mixed *-moments under E, where gpuq “ ℓpu1q ` ℓpu2q˚, and then
reproduce the limit mixed *-moments under τqpnq by taking the compressions of those
on the RHS by Fq. A proof using scalar-valued free probability, similar to that in [7,
Theorem 6.1], can also be given. Namely, in the i.i.d. case and non-degenerate D we
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use asymptotic *-freeness of the family tY pu, nq : u P Uu and its asymptotic *-freeness
from tD1, . . . , Dru under τpnq, which gives
lim
nÑ8
DpY pu, nqDq “ PpζpuqPq
in the sense of convergence of mixed *-moments under τpnq to mixed *-moments under
Ψ, where ζpuq “ ℘pu1q ` ℘pu2q˚. The i.b.i.d. case is then obtained by rescaling blocks.
If D is singular, we can apply a limiting procedure, as in [7, Theorem 6.1]. The details
are left to the reader. 
Of course, this immediately gives the analogous result for symmetric blocks (that one
already appeared in [7]).
Corollary 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, it holds that
lim
nÑ8
Tp,qpu, nq “ ηp,qpuq
for any 1 ď p, q ď r and u P U, where convergence is in the sense of mixed *-moments
under partial traces.
Knowing that the limit mixed *-distributions of blocks under partial traces are given
by *-distributions of matricial circular operators, we are going to study the latter in
more detail.
5. Joint *-distributions
The combinatorics of mixed *-moments of matricial circular operators under states
Φq is based on non-crossing colored pair partitions and is similar to that for symmetrized
matricial circular operators [7]. Its main feature is that it suffices to color the blocks,
including the imaginary block colored by q, and assign covariances to these blocks in a
matricial way. This combinatorics can be viewed as a special case of the more general
combinatorics of mixed *-moments of operator-valued circular elements, which can be
reduced to that for operator-valued semicircular elements [14].
If π is a noncrossing pair-partition of the set rms, where m is an even positive integer,
which is denoted π P NC2m, the set
Bpπq “ tV1, V2, . . . , Vsu
is the set of its blocks, where m “ 2s. If Vi “ tlpiq, rpiqu and Vj “ tlpjq, rpjqu are two
blocks of π with left legs lpiq and lpjq and right legs rpiq and rpjq, respectively, then Vi
is inner with respect to Vj if lpjq ă lpiq ă rpiq ă rpjq. In that case Vj is outer with
respect to Vi. It is the nearest outer block of Vi if there is no block Vk “ tlpkq, rpkqu
such that lpjq ă lpkq ă lpiq ă rpiq ă rpkq ă rpjq. It is easy to see that the nearest
outer block, if it exists, is unique, and we write in this case Vj “ opViq. If Vi does not
have an outer block, we set opViq “ V0, where V0 “ t0, m ` 1u is the additional block
called imaginary. The partition of the set t0, 1, . . . , m ` 1u consisting of the blocks of
π and of the imaginary block will be denoted by pπ.
Definition 5.1. The tuple pepp1, q1q, . . . , eppm, qmqq of matrix units in MrpCq will be
called cyclic if
q1 “ p2, q2 “ p3, . . . , qm “ p1.
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Figure 1. Colored noncrossing pair partitions
We will say that π P NCm is adapted to pepp1, q1q, . . . , eppm, qmqq if this tuple and
all tuples associated with the blocks of π are cyclic. The set of all noncrossing pair
partitions adapted to the tuple pepp1, q1q, . . . , eppm, qmqq, where p1 “ qm, will be denoted
by NCmpepp1, q1q, . . . , eppm, qmqq.
Example 5.1. For a tuple of off-diagonal matrix units pepp, qq, epq, pq, epp, qq, epq, pqq,
there are three noncrossing partitions which are adapted to it, namely
tt1, 2, 3, 4uu, tt1, 4u, t2, 3uu and tt1, 2u, t3, 4uu
since only the tuples of matrix units associated to these partitions are cyclic.
Definition 5.2. If we are given aj “ cj b eppj, qjq P MrpAq for j “ 1, . . . , m, where
cj P A, we will denote by
NCmpa1, . . . , amq
the set of noncrossing partitions of rms which are adapted to pepp1, q1q, . . . , eppm, qmqq.
These partitions will be called adapted to the tuple pa1, . . . , amq. Its subset consisting
of pair partitions will be denoted NC2mpa1, . . . , amq.
The mixed *-moments of the circular operators ζp,qpuq under the states Φk can be
expressed in terms of noncrossing pair partitions which are adapted to the associated
tuples. The contribution from each such partition π is a product of covariances. In order
to specify this contribution, we shall color the blocks of π by numbers from the set rrs. If
π P NC2m, where m is even, we denote by Frpπq the set of all mappings f : Bpπq Ñ rrs
called colorings. By a colored noncrossing pair partition we then understand a pair
pπ, fq, where π P NC2m and f P Frpπq. The set of pairs
Bpπ, fq “ tpV1, fq, pV2, fq, . . . , pVk, fqu
will play the role of the set of its blocks. We will always assume that also the imaginary
block is colored by a number from the set rrs and thus we can speak of a coloring of pπ.
Examples of colored noncrossing pair partitions are given in Fig.1.
For any given rˆr covariance matrix Bpuq, there is a natural way to assign its entries
to the blocks of noncrossing pair partitions colored by the set rrs. By multiplicativity
over the blocks, we can then define the associated functions on the set of noncrossing
pair partitions.
Definition 5.3. Let a covariance matrix Bpuq “ pbp,qpuqq P MrpRq be given for any
u P U. For any π P NC2m and f P Frpπq, let
bqpπ, fq “
sź
k“1
bqpVk, fq
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where
bqpVk, fq “ bs,tpuq,
whenever Vk “ ti, ju is colored by s, its nearest outer block opVkq is colored by t and
ui “ uj “ u and we assume that the imaginary block is colored by q P rrs, and otherwise
we set bqpVk, fq “ 0.
It remains to determine which colorings are natural for circular operators. It is
convenient to introduce the following definition.
Definition 5.4. Let π P NC2mpa1, . . . , amq, where aj “ pcjpujq b eppj , qjqq
ǫj and ǫj P
t1, ˚u for j P rms and m is even. A coloring f : Bpπq Ñ rrs will be called adapted to
pa1, . . . , amq if
fpVkq “
"
p if pǫi, ǫjq “ p˚, 1q
q if pǫi, ǫjq “ p1, ˚q
whenever Vk “ ti, ju is a block and ppi, qiq “ ppj, qjq “ pp, qq.
Lemma 5.1. With the above notations, let aj “ ζ
ǫj
pj,qjpujq, where pj , qj P rrs, uj P U
and ǫj P t1, ˚u for j P rms and m P N. Then
Φqpa1 . . . amq “
ÿ
πPNC2mpa1,...,amq
bqpπ, fq
where f is the unique coloring of π which is adapted to pa1, . . . , amq.
Proof. We adopt the convention that if m is odd, then all corresponding sets of
adapted pair partitions are empty, in which case both sides of the above formula vanish.
Thus, we only need to compute the mixed *-moments
Φqpζ
ǫ1
p1,q1
pu1q . . . ζ
ǫm
pm,qm
pumqq
where ǫ1, . . . , ǫm P t˚, 1u and m is even. These mixed *-moments can be identified with
operator-valued *-moments of the form
EpFqpFp1gpu1qFq1q
ǫ1 . . . pFpmgpumqFqmq
ǫmFqq,
respectively, where
gpuq “ ℓpu1q ` ℓpu2q˚
are A-valued circular elements with respect to the conditional expectation E defined
in Section 3. In fact, the operator-valued moment is equal to the scalar-valued one
multiplied by Fq. In fact, it is equal to the sum of mixed *-moments in creation and
annihilation operators labelled by various u1k and u
2
k, interlaced with diagonal matrices.
These moments do not vanish if the tuple ppp1, q1, ǫ1q, . . . , ppm, qm, ǫmqq defines a non-
crossing pair partition π, for which
ui “ uj, ǫi ‰ ǫj and ppi, qiq “ ppj, qjq
whenever ti, ju is a block, which implies that π P NC2mpa1, . . . , amq, the condition
ui “ uj being included in our definition of bqpπ, fq. The computation of these moments
is based on repeated use of the relation
Fqℓpuq
˚FpℓpuqFq “ bp,qpuqFq
for any p, q, u, starting from blocks of largest depths. We need to check how the col-
ors are assigned to blocks of such π in order to reproduce the appropriate product
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of covariances. Let V “ ti, ju be a block and let opV q “ topiq, opjqu be its nearest
outer block. This notation also applies to the blocks whose nearest outer block is the
imaginary block to which we assign the pair pq, qq. We have two types of blocks:
color p
Fqℓpu1q˚Fp Fpℓpu1qFq
color q
Fpℓpu2q˚Fq Fqℓpu2qFp
Now, the first one corresponds to Fqℓpu
1q˚FpwFpℓpu
1qFq for some word w, which pro-
duces bp,qpu
1qFq, and the second one corresponds to Fpℓpu
2q˚FquFqℓpu
2qFp for some
word u, which produces bq,ppu
2qFp, with Fq and Fp left to be matched by the neigh-
boring diagonal matrices and forcing the nearest outer block to be colored by q and p,
respectively. We also use the fact that the covariances assigned to u1 and u2 are equal.
It can be seen that these contributions correspond to the way covariances are assigned
to blocks in the sense of Definitions 6.3 and 6.4. Therefore, our proof is completed. 
6. Cumulants
We would like to examine matricial circular operators from the point of view of
cumulants. This leads to a family of scalar-valued cumulants labelled by q, whose
definition is tailored to the matricial nature of our variables and is based on the cyclicity
condition. A similar idea appeared in the context of R-cyclic families of matrices [9,10],
except that we use a family of states rather than one trace.
Definition 6.1. A family of multilinear functions κπr . ; qs, where q P rrs, of matricial
variables
aj “ cj b eppj , qjq PMrpAq,
where 1 ď j ď m, will be called cyclically multiplicative over the blocks V of the
partition π P NCmpa1, . . . , amq if
κπra1, . . . , am; qs “
ź
blocks V
κV ra1, . . . , am; qV s,
where
κV ra1, . . . , am; qV s “ κspaip1q, . . . , aipsq; qipsqq
for the block V “ pip1q ă . . . ă ipsqq, i.e. qV is equal to the last matrix index which is
associated with the block V , where tκnp.; qq : n ě 1, q P rrsu is a family of multilinear
functions. If π R NCmpa1, . . . , amq, then we set κπra1, . . . , am; qs “ 0 for any q.
Definition 6.2. With the above notations, by the cyclic cumulants we shall under-
stand the family of multilinear cyclically multiplicative functionals over the blocks of
noncrossing partitions
π Ñ κπr . ; qs,
defined by r moment-cumulant formulas
Φqpa1 . . . amq “
ÿ
πPNCmpa1,...,amq
κπra1, . . . , am; qs,
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where q P rrs and Φq “ ϕb ψq are states on MrpAq as defined before.
Let us establish a relation between cyclic cumulants and operator-valued free cumu-
lants. For details on operator-valued cumulants, see [14].
(1) The A-valued free cumulants are A-functionals κm : C
m Ñ A defined recursively
by the moment-cumulant formula
Epa1 . . . amq “
ÿ
πPNCm
κπra1, . . . , ams
where κπra1, . . . , ams are partitioned A-valued cumulants.
(2) These are defined by setting κπra1, . . . , ams “ κmpa1, . . . , anq when π “ 1m,
which means that π consists of one block, and requiring that otherwise they
satisfy the recursion
κπra1, . . . , ams “ κπzV ra1, . . . , ajκ|V |raj`1, . . . , aks, ak`1, . . . , ams
whenever the interval V “ rj ` 1, ks is a block of π.
(3) Recall that ρ : Cn Ñ A is an A-functional if it is a multilinear map such that
ρrb0a1b1, a2b2, . . . , ambms “ b0ρra1, b1a2, . . . , bm´1amsbm
for any b0, . . . , bm P A and a1, . . . , am P C.
(4) We will use the above definitions in the case when C “ MrpAq and the condi-
tional expectation is of the form
Ep
ÿ
p,q
app, qq b epp, qqq “
ÿ
q
ϕpcpq, qqq b epq, qq
where A is again the algebra of r ˆ r diagonal complex matrices.
Proposition 6.1. If E : MrpAq Ñ A is as above, then
κmra1, . . . , ams “
rÿ
q“1
κmra1, . . . , am; qsFq
for any m P N and a1, . . . , am PMrpAq.
Proof. It suffices to show that
κπra1, . . . , ams “ κπra1, . . . , am; qsFq
for any π P NCmpa1, . . . , amq with qm “ q, and otherwise κπra1, . . . , ams “ 0. It is
clear that both sides vanish when π is not adapted to pa1, . . . , amq. Moreover, κπra1s “
Epa1qFq “ κπra1; 1sFq when π “ 11. Suppose the equation holds for cumulants of order
ă m. Now, if π is adapted to pa1, . . . , amq and π ‰ 1m, then it has a block V “ rj, ks
such that pj “ qk “ p. Then
κπra1, . . . , ams “ κ|V |paj`1, . . . , ak; qkqκπzV ra1, . . . , aj´1, ak`1, . . . , ams
since aj´1Fpj “ aj´1 and Fqkak`1 “ ak`1 for pj “ qk. Namely, we can pull out the
scalar-valued cyclic cumulant κV pa1, . . . , am; qkq and we do not need to keep Fqk inside.
By induction, we obtain that κπzV ra1, . . . , aj´1, ak`1, . . . , ams is a product of lower-order
cyclic cumulants corresponding to the remaining blocks of π multiplied by Fq since we
can always choose V so that m R V and then clearly qm “ q. Therefore, we obtain
exactly the expression for κπra1, . . . , am; qs in Definition 6.1 multiplied by Fq. Finally,
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if π is adapted to pa1, . . . , amq and π “ 1m, then the moment-cumulant formula and
induction gives
κmra1, . . . , ams “ κmpa1, . . . , am; qqFq
where p1 “ qm “ q, and in consequence, the desired equation for partitioned cumulants.
This completes the proof. .
Treating all matricial circular operators as ‘independent’ variables, we introduce the
family of cyclic R-transforms of the arrays ζ :“ pζp,qq and ζ
˚ :“ pζ˚p,qq. These are formal
power series in 2r2 noncommuting indeterminates arranged in arrays z :“ pzp,qq and
z˚ :“ pz˚p,qq of the form
Rζ,ζ˚pz, z
˚; qq “
8ÿ
n“1
ÿ
p1,...,pn
q1,...,qn
ÿ
ǫ1,...,ǫn
κnpζ
ǫ1
p1,q1
, . . . , ζǫnpn,qn; qqz
ǫ1
p1,q1
. . . zǫnpn,qn,
where it is understood that p1, . . . , pn, q, q1, . . . qn P rrs and ǫ1, . . . , ǫn P t1, ˚u. The
theorem proved below shows that the cyclic R-transforms are the canonical transforms
of R-transform type to describe circular systems.
Theorem 6.1. If ζ :“ pζp,qq is the square array of matricial circular operators and
ζ˚ :“ pζ˚p,qq, then their cyclic R-transforms are of the form
Rζ,ζ˚pz, z
˚; qq “
rÿ
p“1
pbp,qz
˚
p,qzp,q ` bp,qzq,pz
˚
q,pq
for any q P rrs, where bp,q “ κ2pξ
˚
p,q, ξp,q; qq “ κ2pξq,p, ξ
˚
q,p; qq for any p, q.
Proof. We present a proof based on operator-valued free cumulants, Since we can
identify ζp,q with FpgFq and it is known that only second-order A-valued cumulants of
g do not vanish (as g is a sum of two semicircular elements), we have
κ2pζ
˚
p,q, ζp,qq “ κ2pζq,p, ζ
˚
q,pq “ bp,qFq
and thus, by Proposition 6.1, we get the desired formula for the cyclic R-transform. 
In the results given above, we dealt with cyclic R-transforms of square r ˆ r arrays
of matricial circular operators. However, one can also consider pairs consisting of one
fixed operator and its adjoint. In the off-diagonal case, we then obtain two non-trivial
cyclic R-transforms of this pair and they take a very simple form.
Corollary 6.1. If p, q P rrs are fixed and p ‰ q, then
(1) the non-trivial cyclic R-transforms of h :“ ζp,q, h
˚ :“ ζ˚p,q are
Rh,h˚pz1, z2; qq “ bp,qz2z1 and Rh,h˚pz1, z2; pq “ bq,pz1z2,
(2) the non-trivial cyclic R-transform of c :“ ζq,q, c
˚ “ ζ˚q,q is
Rc,c˚pz1, z2; qq “ bq,qpz1z2 ` z2z1q,
(3) the non-trivial cyclic R-transforms of η :“ ηp,q, η
˚ :“ η˚p,q are
Rη,η˚pz1, z2; qq “ bp,qpz1z2 ` z2z1q
Rη,η˚pz1, z2; pq “ bq,ppz1z2 ` z2z1q.
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Proof. The formulas for these cyclic R-transforms are obtained from Theorem 6.1 by
taking suitable subarrays. 
Remark 6.1. It seems natural that the cyclic R-transforms of ηp,q, η
˚
p,q in the states Φq
and Φp coincide with the R-transforms of circular operators since the *-distributions
of ηp,q in these states are circular. However, cyclic R-transforms are defined differently
than the usual R-transforms and thus we prefer to treat this property as a decomposi-
tion of the R-transform of circular operators in terms of cyclic R-transforms of matricial
circular operators rather than as an obvious fact. A more general decomposition prop-
erty of this type is formulated below.
Corollary 6.2. If bp,q “ dp for any p, q, then c :“
ř
p,q ζp,q is circular with respect to
the convex linear combination Φ “
řr
q“1 dqΦq and the corresponding R-transform takes
the form
Rc,c˚pz1, z2q “
rÿ
q“1
dqRζ,ζ˚pz, z
˚; qq,
where Rζ,ζ˚pz, z
˚; qq is the cyclic R-transform of Theorem 8.1 in which all entries of
arrays z and z˚ are identified with z1 and z2, respectively.
Proof. If we assume that all block variances in [7, Theorem 9.1] are equal to one,
the moments of the matrix Y pnq converge under the normalized trace to those of the
standard circular operator c :“
ř
p,q ζp,q under Φ. We have
κ2pc
˚, cq “ Φpc˚cq and κ2pζ
˚
p,q, ζp,q; qq “ Φqpζ
˚
p,qζp,qq,
where we denote by κn the (scalar-valued) free cumulants with respect to Φ. Since
Φpc˚cq “
rÿ
p,q“1
dqΦqpζ
˚
p,qζp,qq,
we obtain
κ2pc
˚, cq “
rÿ
q“1
dqκ2pc
˚, c; qq.
A similar decomposition holds if we interchange c and c˚. Free cumulants of c, c˚ of
higher orders vanish since c is circular. The cyclic cumulants of higher orders of c, c˚ also
vanish by Proposition 6.1. Therefore, the R-transform for c, c˚ has the desired decom-
position in terms of their cyclic R-transforms which can be identified with Rζ ,ζ˚pz, z
˚; qq
for q P rrs, where zp,q “ z1 and z
˚
p,q “ z2 for any p, q. Of course, both sides of this equa-
tion are equal to z1z2 ` z2z1. 
7. Moment series for matricial circular systems
The matricial moment series for the arrays ζ “ pζp,qq and ζ
˚ “ pζ˚p,qq is the family of
formal series of the form
Mqpz, z
˚q “
8ÿ
m“1
ÿ
p1,q1,...,pm,qm
ǫ1,...,ǫm
Φqpζ
ǫ1
p1,q1
. . . ζǫmpm,qmqz
ǫ1
p1,q1
. . . zǫmpm,qm
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where q P rrs and z “ pzp,qq and z
˚ “ pz˚p,qq are the arrays of 2r
2 noncommuting
indeterminates. The moment series for a family of arrays labelled by u is defined in a
similar way. All results of this Section can be generalized accordingly.
Proposition 7.1. The moment series for the arrays ζ, ζ˚ satisfy the relations
Mq “ 1`
rÿ
p“1
bp,qpz
˚
p,qMpzp,qMq ` zq,pMpz
˚
q,pMqq
for any q P rrs, where Ms “Mspz, z
˚q for any s P rrs.
Proof. We can express each moment Φqpζ
ǫ1
p1,q1
. . . ζǫmpm,qmq in terms of cyclic cumulants
according to the formula
Φqpζ
ǫ1
p1,q1
. . . ζǫmpm,qmq “
ÿ
πPNC2mpζ
ǫ1
p1,q1
,..., ζ
ǫm
pm,qm q
κπrζ
ǫ1
p1,q1
, . . . , ζǫmpm,qm; qs,
where each partitioned cyclic cumulant κπr.; qs is a product of cyclic cumulants over
the 2-blocks of π. In order to find a typical relation between moment series, it now
suffices to single out in each π the 2-block containing 1, say t1, ku. The cyclic cumulant
corresponding to this block is bp,q for some p and the corresponding matrix units must be
epq, pq and epp, qq, respectively. All cyclic cumulants corresponding to the inner blocks
of this block are collected in the series Mppz, z
˚q since they correspond to the mixed *-
moments of variables lying in between ζǫ1p1,q1 and ζ
ǫk
pk,qk
computed ‘under condition p’ since
the corresponding product of matrix units must be epp, pq. In turn, all cyclic cumulants
correponding to the blocks involving numbers greater than q are collected in the series
Mqpz, z
˚q since they correspond to the mixed *-moments of ζ
ǫk`1
pk`1,qk`1, . . . , ζ
ǫm
pm,qm
and the
corresponding product of matrix units must be epq, qq. Of course, zp,q is assigned to ζ
˚
q,p
and zp,q is assigned to its adjoint ζ
˚
p,q and, since our indeterminates do not commute,
we have to place the series Mppz, z
˚q in between them if t1, ku is associated with the
pairing pζ˚p,q, ζp,qq. In turn, the series Mppz, z
˚q is placed in between zq,p and z
˚
p,q if t1, ku
is associated with the pairing pζq,p, ζ
˚
q,pq. This gives the formula
Mq “ 1`
rÿ
p“1
bp,qpz
˚
q,pMpzp,qMq ` zq,pMpz
˚
p,qMqq
where Ms “Mspz, z
˚q for any s. 
One can express the formula of Proposition 7.1 in terms of the cyclic R-transforms
of ζ, ζ˚. For that purpose, it is convenient to replace the array z˚ by its transpose
w “ pwp,qq, where wp,q “ z
˚
q,p for any p, q P rrs. Moreover, let
Mpz, wq : “ diagpM1, . . . ,Mrq
Rpz, wq : “ diagpR1, . . . , Rrq,
where Mq “Mqpz, wq and Rq “ Rζ,ζ˚pz, w; qq for any q P rrs and we abuse the notation
in the sense that we replace each z˚p,q by wq,p and we still write w as the second argument
of each Mq and Rq.
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Corollary 7.1. With the above notations, let
Rqpz, wq “
rÿ
p“1
bp,qpwq,pzp,q ` zq,pwp,qq
for any q P rrs. Then, it holds that
Mpz, wq “ I `RpzMpz, wq, wMpz, wqq.
where zMpz, wq and wMpz, wq are products of arrays.
Proof. We can substitute zs,t Ñ zs,tMt “ pzMqs,t and ws,t Ñ ws,tMt “ pwMqs,t for
s, t P tp, qu, which gives the formula of Proposition 7.1. This completes the proof. 
From the formula of Proposition 7.1 we can obtain a concise formula for the diagonal
matrix of moment series for ζ “
ř
p,q ζp,q in the states Ψq. Let D : MnpAq Ñ MnpAq
be the linear mapping given by
DpAq “ diagpA1, . . . , Arq
for any A PMrpAq, where
Aq “
rÿ
p“1
ap,q
for any q. This formula will be similar to that derived in [7] for the moment series for
the sums of matricial semicircular operators ω “
ř
p,q ωp,q.
Corollary 7.2. Let M “ diagpM1, . . . ,Mrq, where each Mq is given by
Mqpz, z
˚q “
8ÿ
m“1
ÿ
ǫ1,...,ǫm
Φqpζ
ǫ1 . . . ζǫmqzǫ1 . . . zǫm
for the sum ζ “
ř
p,q ζp,q. Then M satisfies the functional equation
M “ I `Dpz˚MBzM ` zMBz˚Mq,
where B “ pbp,qq and z, z
˚ are two noncommuting variables.
Proof. We set zs,t “ z and z
˚
s,t “ z
˚ for any s, t in the formulas of Proposition 7.1,
which gives
Mq “ 1`
rÿ
p“1
pz˚Mpbp,qzMq ` zMpbp,qz
˚Mqq
for any q, where we put bp,q between Mp and Mq to anticipate the product of matrices
Mp, B,Mq. Now, it is easy to see that z
˚Mpbp,qzMq is the pp, qq-th entry of the matrix
z˚MBzM , where z and z˚ are to be understood as diagonal matrices with z and z˚ on
the diagonal, respectively. Similarly, zMpbp,qz
˚Mq is the pp, qq-th entry of zMBz
˚M .
In turn, summation over p for fixed q corresponds to the mapping D, which completes
the proof. 
The formulas of Proposition 7.1 for the moment series for arrays of R-circular opera-
tors as well as those of Corollary 7.2 for the moment series for their sums are equivalent
to the definition of their cyclic cumulants (which are recursions for moments) and thus
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it is not surprising that their solutions can be found in the form of recursions analo-
gous to those for Catalan numbers. For simplicity, we restrict our attention to the case
discussed in Corollary 7.1.
Proposition 7.2. The matrix-valued moment series M of Corollary 7.2 takes the form
Mpz, z˚q “
8ÿ
m“0
ÿ
ǫ1,...,ǫ2m
Cmpǫ1, . . . , ǫ2mq z
ǫ1 . . . zǫ2m ,
where the coefficients are diagonal r ˆ r matrices satisfying the recurrence
Cmpǫ1, . . . , ǫmq “
ÿ
j`k“m´1
DpCjpǫ2, . . . , ǫ2j´1qBCkpǫ2j`1, . . . , ǫ2mqq
for any m P N, with C0 “ I, where we set Cmpǫ1, . . . , ǫmq “ 0 whenever pǫ1, . . . , ǫmq is
not associated with a noncrossing pairing consisting of p1, ˚q and p˚, 1q. This recurrence
has a unique solution.
Proof. It suffices to substitute Mpz, z˚q in the above form to the equation for M
of Corollary 7.2 and observe that if pǫ1, ǫ2jq “ p˚, 1q, then Cjpǫ2, . . . , ǫ2j´1q comes from
the first M in the product z˚MBzM and Ckpǫ2j´1, . . . , ǫ2mq comes from the second
M in that product. All terms, for which pǫ1, ǫ2jq “ p1, ˚q, correspond to the product
zMBz˚M in a similar way. This gives the desired recurrence for the matrix-valued
coefficients. It is obvious that this recurrence has a unique solution. 
Corollary 7.3. If bp,q “ dp for any p, q P rrs, then the moment series M0 “ M0pz, z
˚q
for the circular operator ζ “
ř
p,q ζp,q associated with Φ “
řr
q“1 dqΦq satisfies the equa-
tion
M0 “ 1` z
˚M0zM0 ` zM0z
˚M0
Proof. It holds that
M0pz, z
˚q “
8ÿ
m“1
ÿ
ǫ1,...,ǫm
Φpζǫ1 . . . ζǫmqzǫ1 . . . zǫm “
rÿ
q“1
dqMqpz, z
˚q
and it suffices to take the sum over q of the equation in the proof of Corollary 7.2 and
set bp,q “ dp to obtain the desired equation. 
8. Circular free Meixner distributions
Using matricial circular systems, we will first define operators whose distributions
play the role of non-Hermitian counterparts of Kesten distributions. We call them
‘circular Kesten distributions’. A natural generalization of circular Kesten distribu-
tions leads to ‘circular free Meixner distributions’ which play the role of non-Hermitian
counterparts of free Meixner distributions.
Using Theorem 4.1, we will show that circular Kesten distributions are limit *-
distributions of non-Hermitian GRM (with i.b.i.d. entries) of the block form
Y pnq “
ˆ
Apnq Bpnq
Cpnq Dpnq
˙
,
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under the partial trace τ1pnq as n Ñ 8. These matrices satisfy the assumptions of
Theorem 4.1 with asymptotic dimensions d1 “ 0 and d2 “ 1. This corresponds to the
situation in which pApnqq is evanescent, pDpnqq is balanced, whereas pBpnqq and pCpnqq
are unbalanced for any u. This is the non-Hermitian counterpart of the random matrix
model for Kesten laws constructed recently in [8].
When discussing *-distributions of one such sequence of matrices (or, *-distributions
of their blocks) we omit u P U in our notations. More generally, we can take a family
of non-Hermitian GRM of the above type,
tY pu, nq : u P U, n P Nu,
and their blocks. Then their limit joint *-distribution is expressed in terms of the whole
matricial circular system of Definition 3.1 instead of one array pζp,qq.
Definition 8.1. If pζp,qq1ďp,qď2 is an array of matricial circular operators such that ζ2,1
and ζ˚1,2 have covariances β1 and 0 in the states Ψ1 and Ψ2, respectively, whereas ζ2,2
has covariances 0 and β2 in the states Ψ1, and Ψ2, respectively, where β1, β2 ą 0, then
the operator of the form
ζ “ ζ2,1 ` ζ1,2 ` ζ2,2,
will be called a circular Kesten operator. Its *-distribution w.r.t. Ψ1 will be called the
circular Kesten distribution associated with pβ1, β2q. If β1 “ β2 “ 1, it reduces to the
circular operator with the standard circular distribution w.r.t. Ψ1.
Remark 8.1. We justify the above terminology by comparing circular Kesten operators
with the self-adjoint operators having Kesten distributions studied in [8].
(1) If ω2,1, ω2,2 have variances β1, β2 in the states Ψ1,Ψ2, respectively, then the
operator of the form
ω “ ω2,1 ` ω2,2,
has the Kesten distribution associated with pβ1, β2q. In fact, it corresponds to
the sequence of Jacobi coefficients pβ1, β2, β2, . . .q. Equivalently, we can write
ω “ ℘2,1 ` ℘
˚
2,1 ` ℘2,2 ` ℘
˚
2,2
“ ℓ1 b ep2, 1q ` ℓ
˚
1 b ep1, 2q ` pℓ2 ` ℓ
˚
2q b ep2, 2q
where ℓ1, ℓ2 are free under ϕ and have covariances β1, β2, respectively.
(2) Using the fact that ℘1,2pu
1q “ ℘1,2pu
2q “ 0 (by the assumption on zero covari-
ances in Ψ2), circular Kesten operators take the form
ζ “ ℘2,1pu
1q ` ℘˚2,1pu
2q ` ℘2,2pu
1q ` ℘˚2,2pu
2q
“ ℓ1 b ep2, 1q ` ℓ
˚
3 b ep1, 2q ` pℓ2 ` ℓ
˚
4q b ep2, 2q,
where u1 ‰ u2 and ℓ1, ℓ3 have both covariance β1 and ℓ2, ℓ4 have both covariance
β2 in the state ϕ (Proposition 3.1 is used). This expression shows that each ζ
can be viewed as non-self-adjoint analog of some ω.
It turns out that the combinatorics of circular Kesten distributions generalizes that of
circular distributions inasmuch as the combinatorics of Kesten distributions generalizes
that of semicircular distributions.
By NC2mpǫ1, . . . , ǫmq we denote the set of noncrossing pair-partitions of t1, . . . , mu
which are adapted to pǫ1, . . . , ǫmq, that is V “ ti, ju P π if and only if ǫi ‰ ǫj . Moreover,
d pV q stands for the depth of block V and we set βd “ β2 also for d ą 2.
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Proposition 8.1. The *-distribution of the circular Kesten operator ζ associated with
pβ1, β2q in the state Ψ1 is given by mixed *-moments
Ψ1pζ
ǫ1 . . . ζǫmq “
ÿ
πPNC2mpǫ1,...,ǫmq
βpπq
where
βpπq “
ź
blocks V
βd pV q
and the product is taken over all blocks of π.
Proof. It is clear that the given *-moment is a sum of mixed *-moments of the form
Ψ1pζ
ǫ1
p1,q1
. . . ζǫmpm,qmq
where pp1, q1q, . . . , ppm, qmq P tp1, 2q, p2, 1q, p2, 2qu. We then employ the combinatorial
formula of Lemma 5.1. Since we use the state Ψ1, we consider noncrossing colored pair-
partitions with the imaginary block colored by 1. Now, the covariances of ℘p,qpu
1q and
℘p,qpu
2q in the state Ψq are both equal to βq for q P t1, 2u (if we write ζ “ ζpuq, then
u1 and u2 have the same meaning as in Definition 3.1). Thus, to each block tk, lu of a
colored pair-partition π which is adapted to the tuple pǫ1, . . . , ǫmq there corresponds the
pair pζǫkpk,qk , ζ
ǫl
pl,ql
q, where ppk, qkq “ ppl, qlq and ǫk ‰ ǫl, which contributes β1 “ b2,1puq
when tk, lu is of depth 1 and β2 “ b2,2puq when tk, lu is of depth ě 2. There is a
bijection between non-vanishing mixed *-moments of this type and colored noncrossing
pair-partitions adapted to pǫ1, . . . , ǫmq, which gives the desired formula. 
Theorem 8.1. Let β1 “ v1,2 “ v2,1 ą 0 and β2 “ v2,2 ą 0 be the covariances of
variables in blocks Bpnq, Cpnq and Dpnq, respectively, in a Gaussian random matrix
Y pnq with i.b.i.d. entries. If the asymptotic dimensions are d1 “ 0 and d2 “ 1, then
lim
nÑ8
τ1pnq pY pnq
ǫ1 . . . Y pnqǫmq “ Ψ1pζ
ǫ1 . . . ζǫmq
for any m P N and any ǫ1, . . . , ǫm P t1, ˚u, where ζ is the circular Kesten operator
associated with pβ1, β2q.
Proof. By the assumption on asymptotic dimensions, the sequence of blocks pApnqq
is evanescent and thus Y pnq Ñ ζ as n Ñ 8 by Theorem 4.1, where ζ is the circular
Kesten operator associated with pβ1, β2q, which proves our assertion. 
Remark 8.2. One can generalize the above results to obtain non-Hermitian counter-
parts of free Meixner laws.
(1) Recall that in the case of free Meixner laws corresponding to β1 ą 0, β2 ą
0, α1, α2 P R, we used operators
γ1 “ pα2 ´ α1qpβ
´1
1 n2,1 ` β
´1
2 n2,2q ` α1
to construct operators ξ1 “ ω ` γ1 whose distributions in the state Ψ1 were free
Meixner laws [9, Theorem 3.1].
(2) Let us first suppose that β1 ą 0 and β2 ą 0. Introduce operators
γ “ pα2 ´ α1qpβ
´1
1 pn2,1pu
1q ` n2,1pu
2qq ` β´12 pn2,2pu
1q ` n2,2pu
2qqq ` α1,
where operators
np,qpsq “ ℘p,qpsq℘
˚
p,qpsq
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play the role of rescaled ‘number operators’ for any p, q, s and α1, α2 P C. Note
that γ multiplies the vacuum vector by α1 and the remaining basis vectors of
M by α2.
(3) If β1 “ 0, then we set α2 “ β2 “ 0 and γ “ α1.
(4) If β1 ą 0 and β2 “ 0, then we set α2 “ 0 and
γ “ α1p1´ β
´1
1 n2,1pu
1q ´ β´11 n2,1pu
2qq.
Definition 8.2. Under the assumptions of Definition 8.1 and Remark 8.2, the operator
of the form
ξ “ ζ ` γ
will be called a circular free Meixner operator. Its *-distribution in the state Ψ1 will be
called the circular free Meixner distribution associated with pβ1, β2, α1, α2q.
In order to write a combinatorial formula for the *-moments of circular free Meixner
operators, we shall need the set NC1,2m pǫ1, . . . , ǫmq of noncrossing partitions of t1, . . . , mu
consisting of singletons and pairs which are adapted to pǫ1, . . . , ǫmq. Here, the notion
of adaptedness affects only the pairs of π, namely V “ ti, ju P π if and only if ǫi ‰ ǫj
and there are no restrictions on ǫi if V “ tiu. Moreover, we set αd “ α2 and βd “ β2
also for d ą 2.
Proposition 8.2. The *-distribution of the circular free Meixner operator ζ associated
with pβ1, β2, α1, α2q in the state Ψ1 is given by mixed *-moments
Ψ1pξ
ǫ1 . . . ξǫmq “
ÿ
πPNC1,2m pǫ1,...,ǫmq
αpπqβpπq
where
αpπq “
ź
singletons V
α
ǫpV q
d pV q and βpπq “
ź
pairs V
βd pV q
with products taken over sets of all singletons and pairs of π and α˚ “ α, where ǫpV q “
ǫk if V “ tku.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 8.1 (see also that for free Meixner
laws [8, Theorem 3.1]) and is omitted. 
Theorem 8.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8.1 and for all pβ1, β2, α1, α2q con-
sidered above,
lim
nÑ8
τ1pnq pMpnq
ǫ1 . . .Mpnqǫmq “ Ψ1pξ
ǫ1 . . . ξǫmq,
where
Mpnq “ Y pnq ` α1I1pnq ` α2I2pnq
for any n P N, where Ipnq “ I1pnq` I2pnq is the decomposition of the nˆn unit matrix
induced by the partition rns “ N1 YN2.
Proof. The proof is similar to that for free Meixner laws [8, Theorem 4.1] and is
omitted. 
Remark 8.3. The asymptotics of families of matrices of the types considered above
can be obtained by a straightforward modification. It suffices to label each matrix and
the corresponding operator by the same u P U.
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(1) In Theorem 8.1, we obtain
Y pu, nqǫ Ñ ζpuqǫ
under τ1pnq as nÑ8, where ζpuq “ ζ2,1puq ` ζ1,2puq ` ζ2,2puq for any u and ǫ.
(2) In Theorem 8.2, we obtain
Mpu, nqǫ Ñ ξpuqǫ
under τ1pnq as nÑ8, where ξpuq “ ζpuq ` γpuq for any u and ǫ.
(3) In Propositions 8.1 and 8.2, we have to strenghten the notion of adaptedness
for the considered noncrossing partitions of t1, . . . , mu. Namely, they need to
be adapted not only to pǫ1, . . . , ǫmq, but also to pu1, . . . , umq, which means that
ui “ uj whenever ti, ju is a block of π (singletons are not affected by this
additional condition).
(4) These results can also be described, using the framework of operator-valued free
probability, with convergence under partial traces replaced by convergence under
conditional expectation. Moreover, circular Kesten operators can be identified
with A-valued circular Kesten elements
ζApuq “ F1ℓpu
1qF2 ` F2ℓpu
2q˚F1 ` F2gpuqF2,
where each gpuq is an A-valued circular element.
(5) Similarly, we can identify circular free Meixner operators with A-valued circular
free Meixner elements
ξApuq “ ζApuq ` γApuq
where the expression for γApuq is similar to that for γpuq, except that number
operators np,qpsq are replaced by FpℓpsqFqℓpsq
˚Fp, respectively.
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